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Climate change and the future

● Human-caused climate change and
environmental degradation threaten the world.
It is already happening, it may be irreversible,
and it is disproportionately affecting the most
vulnerable and marginalized people.

● National governments and international
organizations, dominated by corporations, are
not going to solve the problem.

● This has only emboldened the climate justice 
movement.



Possible scenarios:
too late

● Chaos: the climate shit hits the fan.

• collapse of the global economy

• many more extreme climate events

• extensive uninhabitable regions

• migration, famine, pandemics

• conditions for fascism



Possible scenarios:
climate justice wins (1)

● People pressure (force) governments to
institute a series of radical reforms.

• Citizens' Climate Lobby

• The Climate Mobilization

• 350.org?

• Sierra Club?

• Greenpeace?



Possible scenarios:
climate justice wins (2)

(More radical activists say green capitalism is an
illusion or doomed to fail, so far more than
reforms is needed.)

● People rebel and bring about a thoroughgoing
political and economic revolution, overthrowing
and/or replacing capitalism (also ending
institutional racism and patriarchy)

• Ecosocialism, System Change not Climate Change

• Social ecology, Rising Tide



The need for a vision

● A vision can help us choose between alternate
courses of action.

● A vision that we believe in and see as realizable
can give us hope.

● Even in the Chaos scenario, our vision can
guide us in saving some of the things we care
about.



The Futures Project

● Visions with a purpose: guiding and inspiring us
in current and future activism

● Tonight's goal: collectively generate our vision 
(including disagreements where they appear)

● Future meetings: refining the vision, working
our way back, coming up with projects



In a just and sustainable 2050...

● What sort of government will exist? How will it be chosen? What will it look like in terms of diversity and ethics? What checks will
there be on its behavior?

● What will be produced in Santa Cruz County? Who will decide this?

● Will private property survive? In what forms?

● How will you pay for things (or will you)? If banks survive, how will they work?

● What will you eat? Where will your food come from? Who will grow it?

● How will you spend your time (work, leisure, etc.)? Who will have a say in this?

● Where will you live? Who will you live with? How will neighborhoods be organized?

● How will you travel from one place to another? Where will you go?

● Where will your energy come from? How much will you use? Who will have a say in this?

● Where will you shop? What kinds of things will you buy (or barter for)?

● What will happen to migrants fleeing conflicts or ecological disasters when they arrive in our area?

● What will life be like after racism and patriarchy have been eliminated?

● What sort of police or military will survive, if any; what functions will they serve? How will privacy be maintained?

● What sort of penal system will survive, if any?

● How will you and your family be educated? How will the curriculum be decided on? Will there be testing?

● How will our interpersonal relationships and our relationship to the natural world have changed?

● What role will the arts, culture, and sports play in people's lives?

● How will your health care be handled? What about death and dying, the right to live and right to die?

● What role will science and technology play in the workplace and in education? How will  R&D be conducted?



Guidelines for discussion

● “One mic.”

● “Why am I talking?”

● “Step up; step back.”

● Be respectful.

● Suspend disbelief. Be bold, optimistic, radical.
Don't be critical of others' visions.


